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Highlights

TikTok has chosen a bidder for its U.S., New Zealand and Australian businesses, and it
could announce the deal as soon as Tuesday, according to people familiar with the
situation.
Microsoft, in partnership with Walmart, and Oracle are the two top contenders for the deal.
The sale price is expected to be in the range of $20 billion to $30 billion, CNBC reported
last week.

Click here to read more.

TikTok is getting ready to sue the Donald Trump administration in response to the
government's ongoing efforts to get the Chinese company-owned social media platform
out of the United States.
Reports first surfaced on Friday that TikTok was planning to file a lawsuit against the
Trump administration over ongoing efforts to force its parent company, ByteDance, to sell

to an American interest...

Click here to read more.

Any student who needs to transcribe a lecture or a journalist (ahem) who needs to take
notes on a hearing faces the tedious task of typing super fast and trying to listen at the
same time. But now Microsoft Word can do the work for us.

Click here to read more.

Did You Know...

Twitter may be adding a quotes’ count to tweets.

View in My Room from Amazon announced this week
for 3D furniture placement before you buy.
Security flaw in LinkedIn can allow others to post jobs
that aren’t real posts.

Mask problems? Here are some possible fixes to the

most common ones.

Apple’s iOS14 privacy updates may impact advertising.

SMS still effective when used properly.

Pandemic is making CIOs shift their priorities.

Canon and Google join to make select cameras with
an automatic Google Photo backup..

Potential new leaked information about the iPhone 12
Pro Max.
There is now a way to use Android apps with Windows 10.

Messenger Rooms get more features.

Samsung’s Find My Mobile works when your phone is
offline.

New thinking about how we use the 6 foot “Covid” rule.
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